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Despite all the recent focus on Scientific Visualization

(or ViSC) this book by Robert Spence, Professor of Infor-

mation Engineering at Imperial College, takes quite a

different approach. The author makes his view quite clear

from the outset that visualization is a human activity and

that information visualization is about the formation of

internal (mental) models of some data, created through the

sight of a display of the data. Computers and, in particular,

interactive software may be used to create these displays,

but the book emphasizes visualization as a cognitive activ-

ity. It is also clear that this is not a cartography text, but

many of the examples used are either maps or from the spa-

tial domain, with the introductory chapter including such

classic examples as Beck’s London Underground, Snow’s

map of cholera and Minard’s map of Napoleon’s Moscow

campaign. There is also reference to authors that cartogra-

phers will be familiar with, such as Bertin, MacEachren and

Tufte, although more extensive reference to the carto-

graphic literature would be useful in some areas.

Chapters 2 and 3 focus on data and its manipulation.

Methods of rearranging data to reveal patterns are clearly

explained and the development of methods for handling

multivariate data is interesting. This is approached in quite

a different way from most cartographic texts and provides a

useful contrast. Such comment can also be made about

much of the rest of this book. There is wide ranging cover-

age of many recent developments in visualization

techniques and many of these are discussed in the context of

underlying perceptual and cognitive principles rather than

from a purely technical standpoint. Issues such as dynamic

visualization are explained simply and well by use of appro-

priate examples that clearly show the advantages of a visual

approach to problem solving over conventional database

queries, especially where there are multiple variables and

some ‘fuzziness’ in the selection criteria.

In Chapter 4, entitled ‘Representation’, Spence notes

that a wide range of representation methods are available

and states that “there is little in the way of underlying theory

to help us exploit this extensive palette of encoding tech-

niques.” However, by only making reference to Tufte’s

works, he ignores a large amount of development work on

this by authors such as Bertin and it is an aspect which is

well developed, if still unresolved, in the cartographic liter-

ature. This chapter somewhat confuses graphic variables

and representation techniques with sections looking at:

size; length & height; magnification; faces; multidimen-

sional icons; spatiality; patterns; software engineering;

sounds; virtual worlds; and colour. Unusually, size is con-

sidered to give only a qualitative impression, whereas

length and height give quantitative views. The discussion of

pattern is about patterns of data, not representational pat-

terns.

The book is lavishly illustrated in full colour, with the

figures generally well positioned, well produced and

clearly integral with the text – they are not just illustrations

added later to reinforce the text. With so many interlinkages

of material it can be difficult to organize such a book in a

totally logical fashion, but I don’t think what is presented

and how it is formatted makes for an ideal textbook. Prob-

lems like those of Chapter 4, where there is an unclear

separation of basic graphic principles from their application

in a variety of methods do detract from the overall useful-

ness of the book. There is certainly a lot of value here both

for practising cartographers having to deal with the repre-

sentation of different kinds of data, and for those

researching visualization methods, but I think those with a

significant background in graphic design will appreciate

and learn from this book more than newcomers. The range

of methods covered and the differing viewpoint from much

of the cartographic literature do make it a worthy addition to

the cartographer’s bookshelf.

David Forrest

The Geographical Imagination in
America, 1880-1950

By Susan Schulten
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2001
319 pp ISBN 0 226 74055 2 £25.00 (US$ 40.00)

It is a long time since I have enjoyed reading an aca-

demic text so much. The last with which I would compare it

is Guntram Herb’s (1997) fascinating study of propaganda

cartography, Under the Map of Germany: Nationalism and

Propaganda 1918-1945. The present book by Susan

Schulten is an absorbing narrative of the changing geo-

graphical imagination of a nation during a critical period in

its history, in which it moved from isolationism to global

superpower status. The story of the changing “world view”

of the American public is told by weaving three key threads

together; the evolution of school geography, the rise of the

National Geographic Society, and developments in popular,

mass map production. Not all of the story is particularly

new: for example, Schulten’s debt to Alan Henrikson’s

excellent studies of the role of cartography in the develop-
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ment of America’s world view during World War II and the

Cold War is clear, but it is her ability to collate and synthe-

size this material, together with her own original research,

which makes this book so valuable.

The book is clearly structured in two main sections:

part one, “Making geography modern”, deals for the most

part with the period up to World War I, while part two

“Geography for the American century” takes up the story

from that conflict to the 1950s. Schulten admits there is a

certain amount of overlap between the chapters in the two

sections, but rather than detracting from the narrative, this is

extremely helpful to the reader’s understanding of how the

three strands work within the wider narrative.

According to Schulten’s thesis, America’s growing

involvement in global politics, from the Spanish-American

War to World War II, provides the major stimulus for

changes in the popular “geographical imagination” of the

American public as represented in the three strands of her

study. As she notes, it took the cataclysm of global air war to

challenge a nation’s image of its place in the world, and for

the cartographic industry to re-conceptualize the world on

the map. Subsidiary themes which she explores relate

changes in geographic understanding to changes in the

technologies of transportation and of map making.

Her treatment of cartography as a socio-political phe-

nomenon is generally sound. Although she does not make

reference to him, she certainly parallels Rundstrom’s con-

cept of “process cartography”, which acknowledges the

need to understand both the technical processes involved in

map making and the ways in which maps are embedded

within wider social and political discourses. She does not

fall into the trap of treating cartography as an apolitical and

neutral activity, nor does she naively “deconstruct” maps

without reference to the effects of the technologies and pro-

cesses of production.

War and economic development are both regarded by

Schulten as major stimuli to public interest in maps during

the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. She starts

by noting the growth in interest brought about by the Amer-

ican Civil War, and by the increasing urbanization of

America and her westward expansion. The development of

the process of wax-engraving, which is characteristic of

American map publishing in the nineteenth century, is

shown to be important in providing a relatively cheap

method of production which fulfilled the public’s hunger

for geographical information. The role of Rand McNally

and other publishers in serving this market and in creating a

particular geographical outlook is treated in detail. Particu-

larly fascinating is the “democratic” treatment of places on

American maps, where the “practice of including as many

towns as possible – a practice made possible by the methods

of wax engraving – inadvertently transformed the nature of

American maps” (p 31). These maps, crammed with text

and with limited topographical detail, encourage the reader

to focus on and identify individual locations rather than to

use maps to explore and understand geographical relation-

ships. Schulten is critical of this phase of American

cartography and compares it unfavourably with the more

refined map-making of Europe. This limitation of cartogra-

phy extends to images of American expansion. Schulten

notes that while maps of overseas territorial gains made

during the Spanish-American War helped the US public

“discover the world”, they were similarly geared to identi-

fying and naming places rather than interpreting

geographical relationships, distance or topography.

During this period, maps based on the Mercator and

similar projections dominated the American world view,

although Eurocentric versions were replaced by maps cen-

tred on the Americas. These maps emphasized a view in

which the oceans to the east and west were regarded as great

barriers separating America from the Old World and its

concerns. Challenges to this Mercator-based view, particu-

larly the work of Goode for Rand McNally, made only a

l imited impact . Goode’s equal-area project ion

(homolosine), for example, was adopted for Rand

McNally’s school atlas, but not for general use, where more

traditional images were retained. Failure of nerve in this

matter led to the use of some bizarre compromise projec-

tions as standard world maps, for example, the Van der

Grinten used by the National Geographic from 1922 until

1988!

Schulten details the shock to the American world view

delivered by the bombing of Pearl Harbour. World War II is

seen as a major turning point; despite the interest in aviation

in the pre-war period, it is the importance of air power dur-

ing this global conflict which does most to change

American perceptions. The arrival of aviation as the new

critical technology of war demanded a recognition of the

earth’s sphericity and new images to represent it. Popular-

ization of this new geography, “air-age globalism”, was not

led by the professional cartographic community, but by

innovative amateur cartographers working for the press.

These men, of whom Richard Edes Harrison (working for

Fortune magazine) is the best known, experimented with

perspective, colour and projection in ways which the geog-

rapher Walter Ristow praised for bringing creativity back to

cartography. Harrison, as Schulten puts it, “excoriated”

professional cartographers for their failure to explain the

spatial realities of the war to the public. His and other

graphic artists’ use of polar projections and of perspective

drawings revolutionized understanding of global relation-

ships, and transformed America’s sense of being peripheral

and remote from world events, to one of centrality. Schulten

argues that from this point onwards the mystique of cartog-

raphy starts to be broken down. People become more

generally aware of the limitations of the map as a represen-

tation of three-dimensional space as well as aware of the

wider range of possible representations. The psychological

isolationism of the Mercator world view is replaced by a

diversity of images which move the US, perceptually, to

centre stage of world politics.

This overview would be encouraging to those of us

who support the importance of diversity of representation

as the key to debunking “world views” based on specific

“master images”, whether based on the Mercator or the

so-called Peters projection. However, having told the story

of the liberating changes and variety in cartographic repre-

sentations and geographic perspectives that an air-age
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globalist view had brought about, she then lends support to

a limited, outdated and outmoded “world-concept” which

most cartographers and many geographers have tried to dis-

place. In her final paragraph she states:

“Despite its limits, the basic tenets of the Mercator pro-

jection have become part of our geographic sensibility – a

kind of metageography. However popular and powerful

Harrison’s perspectives ... they could only modify – never

displace – the basic coherence of the Mercator world. This

is the world we recognize. This is the world that is familiar.”

(p 242)

What a shame that she ends on this note, although per-

haps it is a timely reminder of the failure of the cartographic

and geographic communities effectively to challenge and

replace this distorted world view with a more realistic

understanding of the multi-dimensional and dynamic

planet on which we live.

This review has concentrated on Schulten’s discussion

of the importance of mass-produced maps and their impact

on the public imagination. However, her thesis involves the

intimate links between this cartography, and the role of

school geography and the National Geographic in interpret-

ing the world for the America public. This is a well-crafted

thesis which deserves to be widely read, despite Schulten’s

lapse into cartographic and geographic conservatism at the

very end. It holds lessons for us today concerning the role of

mass media maps, especially in the UK, where too many

maps in the media, and even in academic geography texts,

are still trapped in a world view more redolent of the days of

the British Empire than of globalization and interdepen-

dence.

Peter Vujakovic

Bushmanders and Bullwinkles. How
politicians manipulate electronic maps
and census data to win elections

By Mark Monmonier
Chicago and London: The University of Chicago
Press, 2001 208 pp £16.00 (US $25.00) ISBN 0
226 53424 3 cloth

There was a wry smile on my face when I started to read

this book. Until mid 2000 I had spent some 18 years dissem-

inating UK labour market statistics, and six disseminating

European official statistics, so surely this book is a red rag

to a bull, and I should feel upset at the critical evaluation of

official statistics and processes? On the other hand, since I

have returned to research and teaching can I now empathize

with such a book and ‘spill the beans’ on all the official sta-

tistics I so dutifully disseminated? After all, having sold UK

unemployment statistics could I have any basis on which to

support official statistics and decision-making processes?

In addition there is the legacy of Mark’s book How to

Lie with Maps. I remember a lawyer talking about GIS,

error and data liability. He said that our concerns should

come down to a courtroom situation. A lawyer would be

addressing a jury about how unreliable geographic infor-

mation can be, and he would be waving the book at them as

authoritative evidence that you cannot trust either geo-

graphic information, or maps. Does this book therefore

threaten to undercut the integrity of geographical informa-

tion?

In the end I read this book expecting to be entertained

by it. That is not a derogatory remark, however, because one

of the delights of Mark Monmonier’s writing is that it ele-

gantly combines scholarship and research with readability

and entertainment. I also read the book some days after the

UK General Election in June 2001, where the levels of citi-

zen participation were appalling: 40% of voters stayed at

home; the worst electoral turnout was 33.8% in Liverpool

Riverside. Electoral disinterest in the UK is perhaps more

political that it is statistical. The Parliamentary Boundary

Commission does promote a degree of objectivity in its

decisions, but at the end of reading Bushmanders and

Bullwinkles I was left wondering how any citizen in the

USA can think that the electoral process has any objectivity

at all.

Looking over my notes as I read the book I detect a

combination of pleasure and frustration. The pleasure is in

the lucid and informative writing style. The frustration is

where I felt at times that I wanted to see issues explored fur-

ther. But then, just as my frustration was high, Mark

explores those very issues. It’s like a detective novel, where

the twists and turns come unexpectedly, but just in the right

place.

The book takes us through the history of boundary

manipulation, and in particular shows how racial segrega-

tion became a noxious perverting influence. The US Voting

Rights Act in the end seems to be legislation which,

although trying to attain a just outcome, achieves just the

opposite.

Chapters One through Four serve to illustrate how per-

verse the boundary shapes have become, and how the racial

and other tensions contribute to their development.

Towards the end of Chapter Four the nagging question

emerges as to whether some quantitative analysis of shape

can help, and, right on time, Chapter Five does just that.

Later chapters investigate the substantive census data

issues, and the USA 2000 Census and the 2000 Presidential

Election provide the latest information on the processes. If

the manipulation of boundaries, and perversion of the polit-

ical process, are as real as they seem to be, then perhaps the

next investigation should be a comparative review of the

electoral process in the USA and North Korea.

This is a book that combines history, the politics of

information, and quantitative and qualitative analyses.

Towards the end it introduces some of the political theory

issues regarding plurality and representation. The one dan-

ger of such a title is that people beyond geography may

think that our source data in the form of statistics and maps

are not worth the bytes in which they are stored. In reality,

however, this wonderful book shows just how important

geographical skills are in developing and evaluating policy.

Michael Blakemore
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Web cartography: developments and
prospects

Edited by Menno-Jan Kraak and Allan Brown
London and New York: Taylor and Francis, 2001
213 pp ISBN 0 7484 0869 X £24.99 paperback

This book is a product of a web cartography project

undertaken at the ITC in The Netherlands, and the chapters

have been written by staff members of its Division of

Geoinformatics, Cartography and Visualization. Rather

than simply being a book about maps on the web, it seeks to

investigate the relationship between cartography and the

web, and the opportunities the web offers for cartography.

Essentially, the book has four parts. After a couple of

introductory chapters (the first part), the next two look at

maps on the web from a user perspective. This is followed

by some chapters for practitioners, and the book concludes

with a group of chapters (8 to 12) which discuss specific

groups of web mapping, and these will perhaps be of most

interest to map librarians. There is an interesting attempt to

link chapters together with a unifying, fourfold web map

classification expressed in diagrammatic form, but I didn’t

find it entirely successful, with some authors ignoring it or

only paying lip service to it. Van Elzakker, for example, pre-

ferred to model use of web maps onto the MacEachren

“map use cube”.

Although the early chapters stress the fashionable visu-

alization framework for cartography, in Chapter 2 Kraak

tends to conflate visualization with communication. The

diagram on page 9 entitled “The cartographic visualisation

process” is more appropriate to a communication model,

though in mitigation, the later parts of the chapter deal with

the more usual understanding of visualization as a percep-

tual-cognitive process involving data exploration aided by

the use of computer software tools.

In Chapter 3, van Elzakker picks up on the important

point that web cartography is not just about the design of

maps on the screen but about using the web as a means of

access to and retrieval of geospatial data. He therefore

includes a discussion of the development of national

geospatial data infrastructures, and of how web maps can

provide both a searching mechanism and a shop window for

geospatial data. He also recognizes that many users search

for information on the web without expecting this to be sup-

plied in the form of a map, but admits that insufficient is

known about how people use the web to retrieve geograph-

ical information. This question is followed up in Chapter 4,

in which the same author attempts to “map” the distribu-

tion and profiles of web users. Economic aspects of the

provision of spatial data via the web, the technical limita-

tions of the medium, and problems of quality control are

also discussed in this useful chapter.

Many SoC members will find the most useful chapters

to be 5 through 7, which deal with the principles and

practicalities of web mapping. In Chapter 5, Kraak gives a

concise, basic guide to the components and process of map

design. In Chapter 6, Köbben explains the software solu-

tions to providing and accessing web maps, while in

Chapter 7, van den Worm demonstrates the importance of

designing maps for the web, rather than simply scanning

printed maps, and the need to relate design to the function of

the map in terms of the four-fold classification laid out in

Chapter 2. Much of his discussion is about the design for

“clickable” maps, in which the map serves as a spatial index

rather than a conventional map.

The remaining chapters consider how a selection of

themes, by no means exhaustive, are handled cartographi-

cally on the web. Hootsman’s chapter on the web sites of

National Mapping Authorities (NMOs), builds on an ongo-

ing research interest. Such sites are more significant than

they may at first seem, since increasingly they have a func-

tion in the development of national geospatial data

infrastructures and of “clearinghouses” for spatial data, in

which NMOs often play a key role. Additionally it is sug-

gested that NMOs should use their sites for information,

advertisement and entertainment (many already do so!).

The chapter includes a brief but interesting analysis of some

existing NMO web sites. Links to these sites are available

through a web site established by the authors.

The use of web maps in tourism is embedded in the

welter of tourist information which has become available

on the web. It is Brown’s contention that maps have yet to

be effectively exploited on the web as a means of selling

places. Some sites however have begun to use maps as a

basis for providing a “virtual tour” of tourist sites, as well as

of art galleries such as the Louvre using the QuickTime

plugin. The author suggests that there is scope for much

more use of VRML models of tourist sites, and for the use of

sound.

Kraak provides some thoughts on the development of

electronic atlases and a brief discussion of reference atlases

and national atlases on the web. Attention is again drawn to

the potential of using the web atlas as a portal to a country’s

spatial data infrastructure, as has happened in Canada with

the relaunch of the web-based Canadian national atlas in

1999. Kraak contends that users expect an online atlas to be

interactive, and suggests the kinds of functions which might

be available.

For the weather, the web combines the advantages of

television (animated information in near real-time) with

those of static media such as newspapers, which can be

accessed at any time, and can be viewed at leisure. At the

same time it offers richer resources than either of these con-

ventional media, and opportunities for users to select and to

interact with the data. Blok offers a critical review of the

various kinds of weather maps currently available on the

web, including conventional forecast maps, satellite and

radar image maps, and other weather-related maps.

In Chapter 12, Nicoline Emmer rehearses the advan-

tages of web information on traffic conditions

(accessibility, real-time information, interactivity). Two

types of site are identified: those which supply routing and

those which give real-time information about traffic density

and delays. The author concludes that the main advantage

and therefore potential use of the Internet is to provide

real-time traffic information for the driver on the move
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using wireless (WAP) technology, and stresses the need to

combine routing facilities with real-time traffic informa-

tion. Some basic advice is then provided on the nature and

design of traffic displays.

This book is an excellent first attempt to deal with the

many developments and questions thrown up by the bur-

geoning use of maps on the web. Generally, though, it has a

less practical slant than this reviewer had expected. It would

have been interesting to see some more specific critiques of

actual web mapping sites, and some graphic examples of

how the authors would redesign or improve the functional-

ity of the maps. There is also a tendency in some chapters to

regard the task of web cartography as being the fulfilment

of users’ expectations, rather than offering them opportuni-

ties.

The book is well-illustrated and crammed with excel-

lent and wide-ranging citations to actual web sites, but a

special strength is in having its own companion web site,

which gives easy access to all the URLs listed in the chap-

ters (and which the editors promise to check regularly for

change). Additionally there are two useful appendices by

Wim Feringa which deal with file formats and plugins, and

web site design (and which turn out to have much of the

material the reviewer had expected to find in the main text).

The editors’ main conclusion is that the full potential of

the web for mapping has yet to be realized, and that there

will be a growth in the supply of interactive maps, both

static and dynamic. There will therefore also be a shift from

the provision of fixed format mapping to the provision of

data and tools for web users to construct their own maps (as

has already happened offline). In the final pages, the

authors open up a new topic: the application of web map-

ping for courses in education, or for use in public

participation in policy decisions. Scope for a whole new

book there!

Bob Parry

The Map Library in the New Millennium

Edited by R.B. Parry and C.R. Perkins
London: Library Association Publishing, and Chi-
cago: American Library Association, 2001

267 pp
ISBN 1 85604 397 5 (UK) £55 hardback
ISBN 0 8389 3518 4 (USA) $75.00

The end of one century and the beginning of another is

traditionally a time for fin de siècle angst and for giving vent

to one’s fears of an unknown and uncertain future.

The Map Library in the New Millennium has therefore

chosen an opportune moment to set down the principal

arguments in the debate over whether the Map Library, or at

least the Map Library as we know it, has much of a future.

Edited by our own Bob Parry and Chris Perkins, the

book consists of chapter-long contributions from map

librarians, academics and map dealers working in a variety

of countries, including Britain, the United States, The Neth-

erlands, New Zealand and Canada. As the editors

acknowledge, each contribution reflects the specific experi-

ence and national perspective of its author, but taken

together they give an interesting picture of how map librar-

ies see themselves – and how their users view the services

they offer.

Each contributor was asked to address a particular

strand in the analysis, but essentially the book is about the

changing balance of power between paper maps and digital

data , and between the map library and the

remotely-accessed database as the primary repository of

cartographic information.

Chapter headings include: the changing profile of the

map user; new technologies in the map room; web

resources and the map library; metadata standards; old

maps in a modern world; access to maps and spatial data.

The optimistic view of the future is that so long as map

libraries assimilate the new technology they will continue

to be needed. Most map collections with the resources to do

so have already undertaken their first digitization projects,

usually aimed at making at least a part of their holdings

available on CD-ROM or the web.

The benefits of this – for example from a conservation

standpoint – do, however, have to be weighed against the

vast expense of digitizing a large collection and the very

real fear that technology which is state-of-the-art today may

be obsolescent by tomorrow. All of these points are

addressed in full in the book.

The final chapter takes the form of a debate between

the two editors, which neatly sums up the preceding evi-

dence.

Although by no means cheap, this book should be

required reading for anyone interested in maps and map col-

lections in the Western World.

Anne Taylor

Apollo’s Eye: a cartographic genealogy
of the earth in the Western imagination

By Denis Cosgrove
Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press,
2001, xii, 331pp
ISBN 08018 6491 7 £31.50 (US $46.50) hard-
back

Apollo’s Eye is Denis Cosgrove’s masterwork, the cul-

mination of an increasing interest in mappings, cultural

geographies, representation and the role of vision. The book

is an extended historical discussion of the changing ways in

which images of the earth as a globe reflect notions of

human unity, with chapters focusing upon themes represen-

tative of different times and cultural contexts. It is not an

easy read: Cosgrove starts with a quote in the French lan-

guage, and constructs arguments backed up by a detailed

network of very wide-ranging citations. However the richly

embroidered garment he has woven together provides a

really stimulating argument for anyone interested in the

links between representation and political process.
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Cosgrove begins with a general introduction to the pol-

itics and poetics of global imagery, ranging from Greek

mythology through to imperial mapping projects of the Vic-

torian era. He establishes the need for a cartographic

genealogy, and proceeds to elaborate the processes under-

pinning changing world views in the subsequent more

detailed chapters. The strongest arguments are those based

upon the time and places that Cosgrove knows best – the

early sixteenth century in Italy. The themes are summarized

in chapter headings: Cosgrove divides his arguments into

classical, Christian, oceanic, visionary, emblematic,

enlightened, modern and virtual global views.

Several observations may be made about this ambi-

tious project. First this is an argument almost completely

rooted in Western cartographies and mappings. To what

extent do other cultural imaginings of all things global also

reflect Apollonian notions of distanced vision? This key

question lies outside Cosgrove’s remit but demands atten-

tion given the increasing research into other non-Western

histories of cartography. Also and paradoxically, by pre-

senting his arguments in the rational elite academic

tradition of Western discourse he excludes alternative read-

ings, and excludes all but an elite few from his readings. An

undergraduate would find this book very challenging, the

general public would give up very quickly.

A second observation is perhaps rather more serious as

a critique. Whilst this work is firmly rooted in culture, the

precise detail linking imagery to the nature of cultural

norms is only rarely presented. Who reads these different

global images? How were they translated into elite dis-

courses? Who produced them and to what end? Cosgrove is

strong on interpretation but, given the ambition of the argu-

ment, inevitably weak on empirical detail backing up the

broad generalizations.

A third observation concerns the backward-looking

nature of all genealogies. Whilst Cosgrove refers several

times to the Internet, and even names his final chapter Vir-

tual Globe there is very little consideration of the cultural

impact of contemporary computing and communication

technologies on global representation or imagery. Yet the

web, satellite and broadband communication, and digital

mapping are immensely powerful forces reshaping the sig-

nificance of global world views and adding another layer of

meaning to the historical detail presented in this book. The

transience of web sources, the interactivity of digital media,

and above all the potentially truly global adoption of the

technologies may well subvert all previous genealogy, ren-

dering historical reasoning, and this book, less and less

relevant.

Cosgrove’s work appears to cover similar ground to the

coffee table approach offered by Peter Whitfield in The

Image of the World. The two books are however completely

different in intent and market. Apollo’s Eye is constantly

thought-provoking, aimed at a research readership, but

ironically is visually rather dull. What a shame that yet

another book about visual imaginings suffers at the hand of

the economics of book production. In contrast Whitfield’s

book is aimed at a popular audience, celebrates the visual

will full colour reproductions, but offers largely descriptive

context for individual illustrations. Choose Cosgrove if you

want scholarship and ideas and have the time and stamina to

digest these, choose Whitfield if you want a visual over-

view of changing world views, but without much detailed,

sustained argument. Use the two books in conjunction and

the significance of changing global representations

becomes much clearer.

Chris Perkins

The Hutchinson Atlas of the World

Oxford: Helicon Publishing, 2001, 224 pp
ISBN 1 85986 375 2 £17.99 hardback

This new general reference atlas is designed for use in

the home, school and workplace. It comprises an introduc-

tory thematic section, some 90 pages of reference maps, and

a section offering basic statistics for each country.

The reference maps form the core of the atlas. These

are presented in a bright and attractive relief style using

both layer colouring and shading, and are organized into

sections by continent (with a special section on the British

Isles). Each section is preceded by an image map provided

by WorldSat International Inc, Ontario, and a useful politi-

cal map of the countries of the particular continent (or in the

case of the British Isles, an administrative area map to

NUTS Level 3).

Names are an important ingredient of any reference

atlas: the names in this atlas do not overcrowd the maps and

are mostly easy to read, except in the highest mountain

areas, where inevitably there is rather poor contrast with the

relief background. The decision of whether to use conven-

tional or standardized names in an atlas for the UK market is

always difficult. Generally the editors have chosen to use

conventional names for countries (e.g. Spain, not España)

but standardized names for cities (e.g. El Iskandarîya for

Alexandria). In the latter, however, the conventional name

is shown in brackets and both are indexed. Inevitably, this

policy runs into trouble. For example, Dublin is given pre-

cedence over Baile Atha Cliath, and some Welsh names are

ignored. The 25 000-word index to place names is very

clearly printed and well explained, and each name has a

symbol denoting the type of feature, for example, a settle-

ment, a mountain or an island.

A surprising omission is the absence of any informa-

tion about projections used, although the graticule lines

printed in blue, and the small location maps incorporated in

the corner of each double-page spread, indicate that a vari-

ety of re-centred projections have been employed.

Considering the educational market for this atlas, informa-

tion on the choice and importance of projections should

have been included.

The introductory section of the atlas offers a number of

unsigned, thematic two-page spreads under the general

heading “The Changing World”. These each comprise text

and a creative use of graphics, including maps on a variety

of interrupted and perspective projections. While some of

these graphics are very effective, on closer inspection one
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finds problems with a few of them. Some use too many cate-

gories (for example 23 for a very small map of language

families on page 25). It then becomes difficult to relate

some categories to the key, especially with the problem of

colour shift, which can make it difficult to match the colours

on the map to the small colour patches in the key. However,

there are more serious problems with this particular map

and the accompanying text . For example,

Inuit-Aleut-speaking areas are shown in bright yellow,

which appear to correspond with Dravidian in the key! In

the text, the Indo-European group of languages is described

as having eight branches, but it is difficult to identify this as

a group on the map, where one has to pick out Germanic,

Latin, Balto-Slavic etc from different parts of the key. On

the same page there is also a problem with the map of reli-

gions which uses fewer categories than the “eleven major

formal religions” referred to in the text, and the pale brown

used in the map is presumably meant to equate with the dark

brown defined in the legend as “local cult”.

It is understandably difficult to condense a large and

complex topic into a digestible two-page spread, and

although there is some interesting material here it has to be

used with caution, and the graphics are not always fully

explained. Another example is the spread on “The popula-

tion explosion” which attempts, in a three-dimensional

representation, to show the great disparities of population

density within countries. It is not immediately clear that the

different coloured columns in Map A are defined by the key

to Map B, while the colours in the graph labelled C are not

explained at all.

In the final section, “Nations of the world”, certain

standard statistics and information are given for each coun-

try, and its location indicated in a small thumbnail map.

Particularly useful is the inclusion of a selection of web

sites. Eight of these, such as the CIA World Factbook, are

repeatedly cited, while web pages specific to a single coun-

try are described under that country.

Apart from my reservations about some of the thematic

material at the beginning of the atlas, this atlas is well

designed, clearly printed and offers good value for money.

Bob Parry

Forth and Clyde and Union Canals, with
the Crinan Canal

Reading: GEOprojects (UK) Ltd, 2001
ISBN 0 86351 139 2 £4.75

This map has been produced by GEOprojects, in asso-

ciation with British Waterways Scotland, to mark the

re-opening of the Forth & Clyde Canal in May 2001.

Re-opening the canal is the culmination of a decade of effort

in raising funds from the European Commission, the Mil-

lennium Fund and the various local authorities along the

way. The costs have had to cover among other things the

re-excavation of several hundred yards of canal which had

been filled in, and the re-construction of many bridges,

including some which carry motorways and dual carriage-

ways across the canal. This investment can only be justified

if huge numbers of water-borne tourists are attracted to the

canal. This map will play its part in ensuring that this

occurs.

The map has been cleverly designed to function at the

same time as a chart for navigating the canal, a detailed plan

of the maze of adjacent roads which one might have to drive

through to reach a particular point on the canal, and a map of

footpaths and places of interest which can be reached from

the canal bank on foot.

Those of us who live along the canal are wondering

what will attract visitors to use it, in preference to canals in

England. One advantage is its width: this is not a canal for

‘narrow boats’. It can carry sea-going craft with a beam of

up to 6 metres, from coast to coast. This is effectively con-

veyed by the map which greatly exaggerates the width of

the canal in order to provide space for the details of locks,

bridges etc.

Another advantage is that the two canals together

(Forth & Clyde and Union Canals) run right from the centre

of Glasgow to the centre of Edinburgh, so that visits to these

two architecturally interesting and culturally lively cities

could be linked by a canal cruise. This possibility is not

brought out clearly by the map, because inevitably the main

map has the two canals on opposite sides of the sheet, and

there is no single ‘route planning map’ of the entire route,

apart from the tiny map on the cover, which is too small to

show even the two mile long Glasgow branch of the canal.

But the most attractive feature of these canals, com-

pared with those in lowland England, is the views

northward from them. The canals follow high ground look-

ing out across the blue waters of the Firth of Forth, or the

lush green valley of the River Kelvin, to the grassy slopes of

the Ochil, Campsie and Kilpatrick Hills. Some of these rise

to over 2000 feet, and therefore seem to be so close that you

could reach out and touch them, even though they are in fact

up to 15 miles from the canal. From some places you may

even catch a glimpse of Ben Lomond or other mountains in

the Highlands proper through the gaps between these three

hill ranges. This has presented GEOprojects with a difficult

choice. Space would not allow the main map to be extended

far enough north to cover these hills in full, though the south

slopes of the Campsies and Kilpatricks could have been

shown. The alternative, and the only solution for the Ochils,

would be a separate small map using hill shading to bring

out the relief and identify the hills visible in distant views.

This could have been combined with the ‘route planning

map’ of canals. Another possible solution would have been

a ‘profile’ of the northern horizon, generated by combining

panoramas from various points along the canal.

It is difficult to find fault with the details of map design.

It is perhaps surprising that motorways are shown in blue in

addition to the canals and rivers. At a casual glance one

might misinterpret the M8 motorway as an extension of the

Glasgow branch of the Forth & Clyde Canal, especially as

the motorway follows the former course of the Monklands

Canal! Why distinguish motorways on a canal map? They

could be shown in the same buff colour as other dual car-
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riageways, leaving the road numbers to distinguish their

access status.

A matter of greater importance to canal travellers is

that ‘Public house or hotel’ is symbolized by the same black

dot as ‘Other feature of interest’, so that pubs can only be

distinguished by their names. This works with names such

as ‘Stables Inn’, but can you tell which of the following are

pubs: Kelvin Dock, Lock 27, Lin’s Grave, Four Mary’s? In

fact all are pubs except Lin’s Grave.

Roads which cross the canals on bridges are clearly

shown, but it is much less obvious which roads pass under-

neath the canals. Usually the word ‘Aqueduct’ confirms

that they do, but not for example at Harestanes. In places

one could mistakenly believe that roads lead up to opposite

banks of the canal but do not connect. This is partly because

of the exaggerated width of the canals, but the problem

could be reduced by using the conventional symbol for a

‘bridge’.

It is not clear why a canal map needs to show bound-

aries between the latest local authority areas such as North

Lanarkshire and Falkirk. These are not historic counties,

but were invented only on 1996, and are ephemeral features

in Scotland. Even though these appear inconspicuously in

grey, they add unwelcome clutter to the map. Perhaps the

local authorities, which provided part of the funding for the

re-construction of the canal, insisted that they appear.

Finally your reviewer is pleased to learn from the text

attached to the map that he lives in a ‘fashionable canalside

development’, a phrase which may be helpful to quote if he

ever sells his house.

Alistair Morrison
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Helen Wallis Fellowship at the British
Library awarded for 2001-2002

The third Helen Wallis Fellow, Priya Satia, a graduate

student in the History Department, University of California

at Berkeley, took up residence in the Map Library on 3 Sep-

tember 2001 for 6 months.

The fellowship, named after the former Map Librarian,

the late Dr Helen Wallis, ‘confers recognition by the

Library on a scholar whose work will help promote the

extended and complementary use of the British Library’s

book and cartographic collections in historical investiga-

tion’. The Wallis Fellow has similar privileges to those

accorded the Centre for the Book Fellows (with an addi-

tional £300 to spend on BL services).

Priya Satia will examine in her project how the British

approached the problem of intelligence in the Middle East

during the first part of the 20th century and the political and

cultural implications of their tactics.

The closing date for each annual award will be 1 May. For
the full terms of reference please contact jacky.mathe-
son@bl.uk

from a press release
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